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Welcome to this month’s edition of our Boffa Miskell Update.
Through the monthly newsletter we share our recent news, project updates and latest 
insights. We hope you enjoy the read.

PROJECT:  New Zealand International Convention Centre
Creating opportunity for public life that enhances the City’s East-West Stitch
The integration of these functionally large-scale buildings with the public realm is the key to the design of the 
Convention Centre and Hotel.

A primary design intent has been for the buildings to be outwards-focused and provide opportunity for activation 
of the surrounding streets.  By considering the built form, the ground floor functions and streetscape together, the 
development – which includes including a new laneway and plaza – aims to enrich the public life capacity around 
this city block.

Boffa Miskell were the lead landscape architects for the NZICC site and upgrades proposed to the surrounding 
streetscape. Our urban designers worked alongside Wood Bagot to produce the Urban Design Framework and have 
collaborated with the architects to shape the interface of this significant building with the surrounding urban context.

The design responds to the strategic vision of the City Centre Masterplan (CCMP) by providing greater potential 
for public life in and around the convention centre, helping to rebalance the currently traffic-dominated streets and 
creating a new east-west laneway and arrival plaza that will make a major contribution to the “East-West Stitch” – a 
key element of the CCMP.

The laneway runs between Hobson Street and Nelson Street, and provides an additional building frontage and 
activated public space between the proposed Convention Centre and the Hotel. This will offer greater diversity of 
public space in this part of the city, with the potential to become a destination.
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A dynamic artwork designed by Peata Larkin runs the full length of the lane on the southern side, and has the 
ability to present temporary media installations that foster activity, shelter and comfort.  It is about ‘place’ providing 
an engaging directional and textured environment creating activity and passive surveillance.

Lighting is an important feature that punctuates the simple underlying material language of the public realm with 
‘moments’ that provide scale and interest. Innovative detailing and considered use of materials have helped to 
capture legible and interesting spaces for people to dwell.

There are many hidden complexities to this project, and the design weaves together varied building and podium 
elements whilst connecting disjointed pedestrian networks. There are significant level changes, overland flow, and 
traffic movements; along with necessary underground services, maintenance and access requirements.

The construction of the laneway and associated public realm is likely to start in late 2019. It will be a huge 
milestone for the project team after six long years of hard work to get to this stage. A number of challenges remain 
ahead but we are looking forward to the finished product.

(Renderings by Warren and Mahoney)

NEW APPOINTMENT: Dave Moule named Managing Principal
Our Hamilton office continues to grow.
Just over three years ago, planner Dave Moule was the first consultant hired for Boffa Miskell’s then-new Hamilton 
office.

Since then, Dave has served as team leader for the ever-growing office; and this week was named Managing 
Principal by Boffa Miskell chief executive, Kerry Gupwell.

“I am delighted to announce that effective immediately, Dave Moule has been appointed as the Managing Principal 
of our Hamilton office,”  Kerry said.

“Dave has played a major role, along with Rebecca Morell, Craig Batchelar and Peter Hall, in the establishment 
of our presence in Hamilton along with building a multi-disciplinary team of thirteen. I know you will all join me in 
congratulating Dave on his appointment.”

Dave came to Boffa Miskell with nearly 15 years’ experience as a planning professional and senior manager within 
local government, and as a planning consultant in the private sector. His enthusiasm for Hamilton and the Waikato 
region in general is a contributing factor in the office’s continued growth and success.

The Hamilton office now comprises ecologists, landscape architects, planners and cultural advisors.

For further information contact Dave Moule

http://www.boffamiskell.co.nz/consultant.php?v=dave-moule
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DISCOVERY: A new species of beetle
Dr Tanya Blakely co-authors the paper identifying this new species
Last year, as part of a monitoring programme for one of Boffa Miskell’s clients, Christchurch-based ecologist Dr 
Tanya Blakely undertook an invertebrate survey in the Mackenzie Basin.

Tanya worked closely with entomologists Dr Rowan Emberson and Pauline Syrett. Coleopteran (beetle) expert 
Rowan noticed that some of the tiger beetles collected in pit-fall traps were distinctly different from others. The 
specimens were found on a very dry, barren terrace surface near the Tekapo River.

Dr Emberson described this new species and named it Zecicindela tekapoensis – the name reflects that it was found 
near the Tekapo River. A paper outlining the discovery was recently published in New Zealand Entomologist journal.

“Sadly, Dr Emberson died lin October last year,” says Tanya. “It’s a real honour to have worked with Rowan and 
Pauline, and to co-author this paper.”

Read the paper here:

For further information contact Dr Tanya Blakely

http://www.boffamiskell.co.nz/news-and-insights/technical-and-research-publications.php
http://www.boffamiskell.co.nz/consultant.php?v=tanya-blakely
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COMPETITION: Boffa Miskell staff get on their bikes
Bike Aotearoa 2019 results are in.
The audited results have been released, and it’s official – Boffa Miskell cyclists turned in outstanding performances 
locally and nationally during February’s Aotearoa Bike Challenge.

Even better, according to the final statistics, the cumulative effect of these consultants making their weekday 
commute via pedal power equates to 1347kg of carbon dioxide that didn’t go into our atmosphere.

All participating Boffa Miskell offices placed in the Top Five for regional consultancies (technically, Queenstown 
didn’t have regional categories; but if they did, we’re confident our Otago Cyclists would’ve topped the table!)

Auckland was led by Peter Whiting with most kilometres biked (511); Hanna O’Donoghue with most trips (43); and 
Ian Boothroyd with most encourager points (1,100). Michael Hawes was the top commuter with most days riding to 
work (24), while Ruby Bennett’s 418km gave her top position for most kilometres cycled to work.

In Christchurch, Scott Hooson had most kilometres biked (624); Dhanesh Amerasingam had most trips (48) and 
Amanda Anthony with most encourager points (1300). Scott’s 17 days cycling to work for a total of 348km topped 
both commuting tables

Queenstown was dominated by Yvonne Pfluger, who placed first in all categories: most kilometres biked (510), 
most trips (20), and most encourager points (300); plus most days (14) and most kilometers (319) riding to work.

In Tauranga, Sean Grace had most kilometres biked (151); Thomas Keal took the most trips (30), and the most 
days commuting to work (20) and most encourager points (100); while Matt Peacocke’s 135km gave him top 
position for most kilometres cycled to work.

Wellington was dominated by Miles Dunkin, who placed first in all categories: most kilometres biked (305), most 
trips (37), and most encourager points (100); plus most days (22) and most kilometres (299) riding to work.

Three Christchurch consultants were company-wide category winners. Scott Hooson took most kilometres biked 
(624); Dhanesh Amerasingam made the  most trips (48) and Amanda Anthony had the most encourager points 
(1300).

The commuter categories went to Auckland, with Michael Hawes having the most days riding to work (24), and 
Ruby Bennett’s 418 the most kilometres cycled to work.

Additionally, thanks to the encouragement of their colleagues, 34 people tried cycling for the first time (or for the 
first time in a very long time).  Twenty-five of those new riders came from Auckland; seven from Christchurch and 
two from Queenstown.

https://www.lovetoride.net/nz/pages/calculations?locale=en-GB
https://www.lovetoride.net/nz/companies/19788
https://www.lovetoride.net/nz/companies/25159
https://www.lovetoride.net/nz/companies/25169
https://www.lovetoride.net/nz/companies/25047
https://www.lovetoride.net/nz/companies/14351

